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$1. INTRODUCTION 
~&ALE, St&ngs and Zeeman have proved the generalized Poincare Conjecture for com- 
binatorial manifolds of dimension 15 [4, 5, 7, 91. This paper extends these results to 
triangulated S-manifolds with weak-star triangulation. 
An n-manifold, M, is a separable metric space with a basis of open sets homeomorphic 
to E”, Euclidean n-space. A triangulated n-manifold is both an n-manifold and a locally 
finite polyhedron. A polyhedron is the geometric realization of an abstract complex. A 
star-manifold, M, as defined by Newman [2], is a triangulated n-manifold such that the link 
of each simplex is homeomorphic to a topological sphere. A weak-star manifold, M, is a 
triangulated n-manifold such that the link of each simplex of M is a manifold, not necessarily 
a sphere. 
A combinatorial n-cell, C, is a polyhedron such that there is some linear subdivision of 
an n-simplex isomorphic to some linear subdivision of C. We say C is combinatorially 
equivalent to an n-simplex. A combinatorial n-sphere is a polyhedron combinatorially 
equivalent o the boundary of an (n + l)-simplex. A combinatorial n-manifold, M, is a 
polyhedron such that the link of each vertex is a combinatorial (n - I)-sphere or a com- 
binatorial (n - I)-&. The boundary of a combinatorial n-manifold is the collection of all 
simplices of M whose link is a combinatorial cell. It is clear that a combinatorial n-manifold 
with empty boundary is a weak-star n-manifold. In this paper we will consider only compact 
connected n-manifolds except for O-spheres. 
The following notation will be used. Simplices and cells will be assumed to be closed, 
The closure of a set A is Cl(A). If A is a set and B is a set, then the point set difference is 
A\B. If A is a polyhedron and B is a polyhedron, then the combinatorial difference, A - B, is 
CI(A\B). Note that A - B is a polyhedron. We will use + and * for point set union and 
intersection, and for combinatorial sum and intersection. 
Suppose T is a triangulation, of an n-manifold, M, then Tk is the k-th barycentric 
subdivision of T. If K is a polyhedron in M, then q(K,Tk) is the collection of all simplices 
of Tk that have a vertex in common with K. The polyhedron q(K,Tk) is called a simplicial 
neighborhood of K with respect o T k. If M is a combinatorial manifold and k 1 2, then 
q(K,Tk) is a regular neighborhood in the sense of Whitehead [6]. The star of a simplex c 
in a triangulation T is St(a,T). We use St(a) if the triangulation is understood. The link of 
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a is U(a). If A and B are polyhedra then A 0 B is the join of A and B. If A is a polyhedron, 
then C(A,p) is the cone over A with p as vertex. The distance from a point p to a point q 
is p(p,q). We will make no distinction in notation between an abstract complex and the 
associated polyhedron. A mapping is a continuous function. If K is a polyhedron, then 
K’ is the polyhedron composed of all simplices of K of dimension I i. 
52. STRUCI'URE OF WEAK-STAR MANIFOLDS 
Suppose M is a triangulated n-manifold. Further suppose a is an i simplex i = n - 1, 
n-2,andn- 3. Then Lk(a) is a combinatorial (n - i - I)-sphere. Hence St(a) = o o Lk(a) 
is a combinatorial n-cell. The following lemma follows from this observation. 
LEMMA 1. If M is a triangulated n-manifold, then M - v(M”-~,T~), k > 1, is a com- 
binatorial n-mantfold. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose M is a triangulated n-manifold, and v is a vertex of M. Then 
(St(v),LK( )) h u is omotopy equivalent to (In,Sn-l). 
Proof. If n I 3 then St(u) is homeomorphic to I”. Suppose n > 3. Let U be a Euclidean 
neighborhood of o contained in Int(St(v)). Let J be a simple closed curve in U(U). Since 
St(v) = C(Lk(u),u), the dimension of C(J,u) is 2, and n > 3, there is a homeomorphism h of 
St(u) onto St(u) fixed on the complement of U such that h(C(J,u)) does not contain t). 
There is a retraction r of St(u)\(u) = C(Lk(u),u) onto LK(u). Hence rh(C(J,u)) shrinks 
J to a point in LK(v). It follows that n,(LK(u)) is trivial. 
As LK(v) is a homology (n - 1)-sphere and n,(LK(v)) = 1 the Hurewicz isomorphism 
induces a mappingfof S-l onto LK(u). Hence by Whitehead’s Theorem [I, Theorem 3.8, 
p. 1131, LK(u) is homotopy equivalent o S”-‘. The lemma follows by a simple extension to 
C(LK(y)). 
COROLLARY. If M is a weak-star n-manifold, then the link of any simplex of M is homo- 
topy equivalent to a sphere. 
Proof. Let a be a simplex in M with vertices uO, vi, u2, . . . , vk Let K,, = LK(u,). 
Let Ki = L K(vJ in Ki_1, i = 1, 2, . . . , k. The corollary follows from the observation that 
Ki = LK(ue . . . vi) and hence is a triangulated manifold. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose M is a weak-star n-manifold, K is a polyhedron of dimension less 
than or equal to n - 2, andf is a mapping from K into M. Then there is a mapping g from K 
into M homotopic to f such that g(K) l M’ = 0. 
Proof. Let uo, ul, . . ., v, be the vertices of a triangulation, T, of M. Let Q, = 
St(vi,T1)\Int(St(vi,T1). Let Q = ~~zo Qia Let bo, b,, . . . , b, be the barycenters of ao, al, . . . a,, 
the I-simplices of T. tit Lj = St(b,T’) Q Q\Int(St(bj,T’)) and L = CT= i LI. 
As St(ui,T’) is homeomorphic to St(u,,T), it follows from Lemma 2 that (St(u,,T’),Q,) 
is n - 1 connected. As M = cz 1 St(u,,T’) and Q = cf: l Q,, (M,Q) is n - l-connected. 
Let uj,, and vi.2 be the vertices of a l-simplex oj E T. AS St(a,) is topologically 
equivalent to aj ’ Lk(a,), C(LK(oj),bj) is homeomorphic to C(Lk(a,),u,,,). Further 
Q l (C(Lk(oj),b,) = C(Lj,bj). AS Mis a weak-star manifold Bd(St(a,)> is an (n - I)-manifold, 
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it follows from Lemma 2 that (C(LK(Uj),~j,)Lk(ai)) is (n - 2)connected and hence 
(C(Lj,bjWj) is (n - 2)-connected. As L = zzl Lj, (M,L) is (n - 2)connected and the 
lemma follows. 
COROLLARY. Suppose M is a weak-star n-manifold, K is a polyhedron of dimension less 
than or equal to (n - 2), E > 0 and f is a mapping from K into M. Then there is a mapping 
g from K into M homotopic to f such that g(K) * M’ = 0 and pcf(x),g(x)) < E. 
The corollary follows from the fact that in the proof of Lemma 3 if f (x) is in the star 
of a vertex, t), with respect o the first barycentric subdivision then g(x) may be defined to 
be in the same star. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose M is a weak-star %manl$old, K is a sub-polyhedron of dimension less 
than or equal to 2 such that (K) * (Ml) = 0, and the identity map of K into M is homotopic 
to the constant map. Then K is contained in combinatorial 5-cell contained in M\M’. 
Proof. The dimension of C(K) is I 3. As the identity map of K is homotopic to the 
constant map there is a continuous function, f, from C(K) into M such that flK is the 
identity map. By a slight alteration of the proof of Lemma 3 there is a mapping, g, of C(K) 
into M homotopic to f such that g(C(K)) * M’ = 0 and glK =flK. By Lemma 1 there is a 
combinatorial n-manifold M’ = M - q(M’,TX) such that g(C(K)) c M’. 
If the dimension of K is less than 2, the lemma follows from Lemma 2.7 in Penrose, 
Whitehead and Zeeman [3]. If the dimension of K is 2, the lemma follows from Zeeman’s 
“piping” technique as described in 19, pp. 202-2041. 
LEMMA 5. Suppose M is a simply connected weak-star 5-manifold, K is a sub-polyhedron 
of M and C is a 5-cell in M such that K” c Int(C). Then there is a 5-cell F contained in M such 
that K’ c Int(F). 
Proof. We may assume that K’ c M’i = 0, 1,2. Let q, u* . . . , u,,, be the simplices of 
K’. Let uj,l and vi,* be the vertices of Uj. (The uj,l)s are not necessarily distinct.) Figure 1 
is a diagram of the following construction. 
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For each pair j,i, j = 1, 2 . , . m, i = I,2 let rj,i be a point of uj such that the line segment 
[rj,i,uj,iI c Int(c) and rj.1 does not separate rj,z from Vi,2 in uj. Let e1 be the distance from 
Crj,ij= 1,2, . . . . m; i = 1,2, to M\C. Let E2 = Illin{~(rj,i,r,,,), j,i # s,t over all pairs j,i}. 
Let E = minimum of &I and ~~13. 
As M is a weak-star manifold Bd(St(v,l)) is a 4-manifold. It follows that there is a 
4-cell Uj contained in C(LK(uj), Vj,z)\LK(Uj) such that vj,2 E Int(Uj), and the diameter of 
Uj is less than E. 
As St(u$\Lk(uj) is homeomorphic to (CLk(u,),~~,,)\Lk(u,>) x uj, there is a natural 
imbedding of Uj x uj in st(Uj)* As Uj is a 4-0~11, Uj x [rj,l,vj,z] is a 5-cell. Because of the 
choice of E, (Uj X [rj,l,rj,zI) . (U&-,.,1) = 0, j # k. We may also assume that Uj was 
chosen SO that Cr<Uj X [rj,i]) c Int(C), i = 1, 2. 
By the choice of Uj, for each rj,i there is a point sj,i of [rj,l,rj,2] such that 
Uj x [rj,l,Sj,i] c Int(C) and Sj,l does not separate Sj.2 from ri,2 in uj 
For each j there is a point qj E Uj, qj 4 M2. Let (4,Sj.i) = qj,i. AS 4j.i E Int(C) there is 
a point tj,r on the interior of the line segment [qj,l,qj,2] such that the line segment 
[qj,i,tji] c Int(C). Note that there is a triangulation T’, of Uj x [rj,,,rj,,] such that 
[qj,1,qj,2] is polyhedral with respect o T’ and to the triangulation of M. Hence there exists 
a positive integer P such that for k > P, [qj,l,qj,2] c Int(M - q(M’,Tk)) and is polyhedral 
with respect o the triangulation of M - q(M’,Tk). Let yj,f be an arc polyhedral with respect 
to T’ from 4j.i to r,,[ such that Int(ui,i) c Int(Uj X [rj,i,S,,J. 
There is a homeomorphism, q, from M onto M fixed on M\z’j’=, Int(Uj x [ri,l,rl,2]) 
taking arc .Yj,l + [qj,l,qj,21 + ~1.2 onto [rj,dj,21- 
There is an arc Xj from t,,l to tj,2 polyhedral with respect to the triangulation of M 
such that Xj C M\M2, <xj) ’ (..Vk,,l i- [&,dh,21 + Yk.2) = 8, k #j, <Xi> *(Yi,J = 8, and 
~1 c Int(C). Let Jj = Xj + [tj,l, j.2 t 1. We may assume that (Jj) * (Jk) = 8 if j # k. (Argument 
A)? As x,(M) = 1 and by Lemma 4, cy’ 1 Ji is contained on the interior of a combinatorial 
.$cell, Q. By a general position argument here are disjoint combinatorial disks, Dj, con- 
tained in M\M2 such that Jj = Bd(Dj). For some positive integer k, q( ~~zl Dj,Tk) is the 
union of disjoint polyhedron Cj where Dj c Cj, and Cj c Int(Q). In the proof of Lemma 4, 
Q is constructed as a combinatorial cell with a triangulation induced from the triangulation 
of M. Hence q(Dj,Ts = Cj is a regular neighborhood of Dj [6] and C, * M, = 0. Further 
as Dj is collapsible q(DjTkl is a 5-cell such that Dj c Int(Cj). It follows that there is a 
homeomorphism, $, fixed on 
M\Cjgl Int(CJ + j= lf?c 12 [tj,,iqj,il) 
taking Xj onto [ti,i,ti,2]. 
Let F = &(C) as II/ is fixed on 
M\(ijzl WCj) + j= l$c 1 2ttj,fAj,il) 
t This same situation and argument arises in Lemma 7. 
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and [tj,i,qj,i] c Int(C), the arc [Uj,l,rj,l] + Yj.1 + [qj,1Jj,2] + Yj.2 + [rj,z,nj,zI is contained in 
Int($(C)). Because of the definition of cp, the line segment uj = [Uj,l,Uj,z] is contained in 
Int(cpll/(C)) = Int(F) and the lemma follows. 
The following hypothesis will be used in the next three lemmas. 
Induction Hypothesis 
(i) M is a 2-connected weak-star Smanifold ; 
(ii) K is a sub-polyhedron of M of dimension 2; 
(iii) F is a 2-simplex in K; 
(iv) C is a 5-cell in M; 
(v) K - Int(F) c Int(C); 
(vi) J is a polyhedral simple closed curve in Int(F) such that J separates (M\C) * F from 
Bd(F) in F. 
It is easy to show that (i) through (v) imply the existence of a J satisfying (vi). Let D, 
be the disk in F bounded by J. 
LEMMA 6. Under the Induction Hypothesis there is a 3-cell Q such that Bd(Q) = D, + D, 
where D2 c Int(C) and Q c M\M’. 
Proof. As J c Int(C) there is a mapping cp from 1’ into Msuch that (p(Bd(Z2)) = J, cp 1 Bd(Z2) 
is a homeomorphism, and (~(1~) c Int(C). By the corollary to Lemma 3 there is a mapping 
h from I2 into M such that h(Z’) c Int(C)\M’ and hjBd12 = cplBd(Z’). Further we may 
assume without loss of generality that h is in general position, and that h(12) * F = J. As the 
dimension of I2 is 2 and the dimension of M is 5, h is a piecewise linear homeomorphism. 
Let h(Z2) = D,. As M is 2-connected the identity map of D, + D2 is homotopic to the 
constant map. Hence by Lemma 4, D, + D2 is contained in a combinatorial 5-cell, R, 
contained in M\M1. Zeeman [8] has shown that every polyhedral 2-sphere in E5 is 
unknotted. Hence as D, + D, is a polyhedral 2-sphere in R, there is a 3-cell, 
Q c Int(R) c R c M\M’. Further as D, c Int(C), Q is the required 3-cell. 
LEMMA 7. Under the Induction Hypothesis, there is a 3-cell Q’ such that Bd( Q‘) = D, + 0; 
and (Q’\D,) - K = 0 and a 5-cell C’ such that (K - Dl) + 0; c Int(C’). 
Proof. By Lemma 6 there is a 3-cell, Q, such that Bd(Q) = D, + D, where D, c Int(C). 
We may assume without loss of generality that Q is in general position with respect to 
K\D,. It follows by dimension arguments that Q * (K\D,) is a finite set of points, 
Pl, P2, *-* 3 Pn. Since pi E K\D,, pi E Int(C). Let ql, q2, . . . , q, be a finite set of points in 
D2. Foreachi,i=1,2 ,..., m, there is a polyhedral arc Ai with end points pia nd qi such 
that Int(AJ c Int(Q). 
The next step in the construction of the required 3-cell, Q’, is to “pull” the 5-cell, C, 
over the arcs Ai without uncovering any of K. To do this, assume that A, I+ Int(C). Using 
Induction Hypothesis (v) and the construction of D2, note that pi and qi are contained in 
Int(C). 
Now consider Fig. 1 and Argument A in the proof of Lemma 5. In particular the arc 
~j,2rj,2qj.29j,lrj,luj,l corresponds to the arc Ai. Also note that a homeomorphism $ was 
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constructed in Argument A such that arc v j,trj,24j,24j,lrj,lvj,l is contained on Int($(C)) and 
$ left M2 fixed. Therefore it follows from Argument A that there is a homeomorphism 
lcli of M onto M fixed on K + D2 + C:Z: Ak such that Ai c Int($i(C)). 
By finite induction it follows that K + D2 + CT= i A, c Int($,P,_, . . . $1(C)) = Int(C’). 
AS Ai, i = 1, 2, ... ) m, is a polyhedral arc from pi to qi and Int(C’) is an open set, for each i 
there is a 3-cell Qi such that Int(Ai) + {pi} c Int(QJ c Int(C’); Bd(QJ * Bd(Q) = Fi, a 
2-cell; and Qi * Qj = 0, i #j. As Bd(QJ\Int(Fi) = Ft’ is a 2-cell, it follows that 
Q - Cy= 1 (Int(QJ + Int(FJ) = Q’ is a 3-cell such that Bd( Q’) = (D1 + D, + 
C;“= 1 Ft)\Cy= 1 Int(FJ. Let 0; = (Dz + CE 1 F;)\Cy’1 Int(FJ. 
Since Qi c Int(C’) and D2 c Int(C’), 0; c Int(C’). AS (Q\D,) * K = (p1,p2, ...p.), 
Q’ c Q andp, $ Q’, i = 1,2, . . . , m, (Q’\D,) - K = 0. It follows that Q’ is the required 3-cell, 
0; is the required 2-cell and C’ is the required 5-c&. 
LEMMA 8. Under the Induction Hypothesis there is a 5-ceN c” such that Kc Int(C”). 
The proof of this lemma follows from the observation that (Q’\D,) - K = 0 and that 
there is a homeomorphism of M onto it4 fixed on K\D, and taking 0; onto D,. 
LEMMA 9. Suppose M is a 2-connected weak-star 5-manifold, K is a sub-polyhedron of 
dimension less than or equal to 2, and C is a 5-cell in M such that K’ c Int(C). Then there is 
a 5-cell F contained in M such that Kc Int(F). 
Proof. Let k,, kZ, . . . k,,, be the 2-simplices of K. Let KO = K’, Ki+l = Ki + kt. Suppose 
Ki c Int(C1) where C, is a 5-cell. Note that K,,, and Ci satisfy the Induction Hypothesis. 
Hence by Lemma 8 Ki + kt = K,+, c Int(Ci+t) where Ki+1 is a 5-c& The lemma follows 
with the observation that as KO = K’ c Int(C), K1 and C satisfy the Induction Hypothesis. 
43. 2CONNEXXED --STAR 5MANlFOIXrS 
THEOREM. If M is a 2-connected weak-star 5-manifold, then M is homeomorphic to a 
5-sphere. 
Proof. Let M’* be the dual 2-skeleton of M. That is M2* = {ala is a 2-simplex in 
T2 that has no vertex in M2, or Q is a face of such a simplex.} 
By a simple construction there is a 5-1~11 C; that contains MO and a 54~11 C; that 
contains the O-skeleton of M2*. By Lemma 5 and Lemma 9 there are 5-cells C, and C, 
such that M2 c Int(C,) and M2* c Int(C,). The theorem follows by the methods of 
Stallings in his proof in [5]. 
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